**Transition Housing**

### Spring to Summer Transition

Only available for Rice students moving from one on-campus housing assignment to another or post-season athletes.

The period of time between spring housing and summer housing is considered a transition period to allow maintenance work to be done on the buildings being used for Summer Housing. Students who studied abroad or are living off-campus for the spring semester are not eligible for transition housing.

- **Spring to summer:** This option is for post-season athletes and eligible students who wish to live on-campus between the end of the Spring semester and the beginning of Summer Housing.
  - Eligible Rice students may continue living in their current room until their summer room is ready provided they (1) turn in a [Transition housing Request Form](#) and a $100 non-refundable deposit to the Housing and Dining Office two weeks prior to the first day of Summer Housing and (2) the room is not scheduled for maintenance.
  - It is difficult to predict when assignments will be ready for fall occupancy; therefore, the student will need to be on campus to move his/her belongings as soon as the space becomes available. This may occur at any time between the last day of Spring semester housing and the first day of Summer Housing. The Summer Housing staff will notify students as soon as rooms become available. If you will not be on-campus during this transition period (May 9 – May 20, 2016), you are not eligible for transition housing and must make arrangements to move-out of Spring housing on May 15 as defined in your Housing Agreement.
  - Eligible Baker students may not have to move, provided they turn in a [Transition Housing Request Form](#) and a $100 deposit. More information will be provided by H&D once we receive your paperwork.

### Summer to Fall Transition (authorized O-Week Coordinators and H&D Employees only)

The period of time between summer housing and fall housing is considered a transition period to allow maintenance work to be done on the buildings that were used for Summer Housing. Nightly rate for summer to fall transition housing is $29.00 per night beginning July 31 up to the scheduled move-in date.

- This option is only available to Orientation Week coordinators who have both a summer room assignment and an O-Week room assignment and wish to remain on-campus until their scheduled move-in date for the Fall.
  - Eligible Rice students may continue living their summer room assignment until their Fall or O-Week room is ready of move-in, provided (1) they turn in a [Transition Housing Request Form](#) (no deposit required) to the Housing and Dining Office before the last day of summer housing and (2) the room is not scheduled for maintenance.
  - It is difficult to predict when assignments will be ready for fall occupancy; therefore, the student will need to be on campus to move his/her belongings as soon as the space becomes available. This may occur at any time between the last day of summer housing and the first day of O-Week. The Summer Housing staff will notify students as soon as rooms become available. If you will not be on-campus during this transition period (July 31 – Aug 10, 2016), you are not eligible for transition housing and must make arrangements to move-out of housing on July 26th as defined in your summer housing agreement.

The only students who are eligible for summer to fall transition housing are O-Week Coordinators or students working for Housing and Dining. Students who do not meet these requirements are not eligible for transition housing.